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in george lucas's attack of the clones, the filmmaker turns his most annoying creation jar jar binks into a minor secondary character, yet he somehow still managed to make this sequel worst than its predecessor. with an overall production cost of $200
million and boasting a budget of $180 million, attack of the cloneswas also the most expensive of the three films. the expense was justified, however, as the second installment of the star warsprequel trilogy is the most visually sophisticated and also the

most visually impressive. the movie continues the trend of visual advancement that began with the original and its sequels, and is even better looking than the phantom menace, yet it still suffers from its predecessor's narrative and stylistic
shortcomings. while the story and action sequences in attack of the clonesare much more elaborate and sophisticated than in the original trilogy, the characters and dialog are significantly diminished, especially for the first half of the movie. but, it is a
spectacular star wars movie. still a very enjoyable and visually impressive piece of entertainment, it's the movie's two hours of technical wizardry that really make it stand out. although george lucas has turned his attention to other projects since star

warswas first released in 1977, his fascination with the character of the charismatic jedi master yoda has never waned. this second film has a lengthy sequence in which yoda engages in a clash of wits with his pupil anakin skywalker. although the wisdom
of the ancient jedi master is well documented in the trilogy, this confrontation is a one-of-a-kind opportunity to see the renowned jedi in action. the script includes a lengthy monologue by yoda in which he explains to anakin how a jedi is trained. and, the

special effects in this sequence are outstanding. wielding his lightsaber for the first time, obi-wan is given a brief but effective training sequence by yoda, who then gives anakin his first lesson in lightsaber combat.
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when ranking the star wars franchise,
george lucas's attack of the clones is
arguably the worst of the series even

though the story provides some relevant
details to the overall saga. the sequel

lands on ultra hd with another somewhat
disappointing 4k hdr10 presentation but a

demo-worthy dolby atmos soundtrack.
yet, with the same set of supplements as

previous releases, the uhd edition is
nonetheless worth a look for fans and

completists. while the film is undeniably
horrible, the clone wars erupt in home

theaters with an awesome, room-shaking
dolby atmos soundtrack, delivering some
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fantastic improvements over its dts-hd
counterpart. some demo-worthy

highlights are, of course, anakin and
padme running through the droid factory,

dodging the robotic arms and the bug
soldiers coming from every direction while

the battle of geonosis surrounds the
listening with the chaotic noise of gunfire
and various vehicles. other scenes come
with spaceships flying directly overhead,
the throaty bursts of engines echoing all

around or the local wildlife of naboo
occupying the space above, generating
an impressively satisfying hemispheric

soundfield. the good news about george
lucas new star wars movie is that the

universally loathed jar jar binks is little
more than a dress extra, action scenes
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are pumped with lightning-quick effects
and choreography, r2-d2 and c-3po are

together again for the first time, and the
whole thing feels more adult than the
phantom menace, which launched his

second space-opera trilogy. the not-so-
good news is that lucas still struggles to

replicate the spirit of fun and adventure of
the original star wars and the empire
strikes back. those films were pure

adrenaline rush. that feeling returns only
near the end of star wars: episode ii
attack of the clones, during a rescue
operation and climactic battle that

occupies the last quarter of the film.
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